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THE BOTANICAL GARDEN OF JIBOU CITY

V. FATI

Generally speaking, botanical gardens have been founded nearuniversities

and academic schools ofmedicine and agronomy, heaving the meaning to serve

the theoretical and practical purposes of academic biological teaching.
In time, the needs imposed by teaching modernization, the progress

recorded in different topics of biological research, the industrialization and

urbanization make the botanical gardens start to grow in number as well

as in size.

In these new conditions, the botanical gardens have to comply with

various functions: teaching, research, education as well as with the preservation

of the genetic fund of the plants valuable from both theoretical and practical

viewpoints.

„Temptations to found botanical gardens near high schools in our country

are known since the 19th century; the oldest of these was the Botanical Garden

of the Boys Higs School of Blaj, founded in 1881 by Al. Uilăcan, professor of

natural sciences.

In 1911, the garden management was taken by professor Al. Borzan which

later was the founder of The Botanical Garden of the University of Cluj-Napoca.

In a time, such a botanical garden has been founded at Tumu Severin too.

After „The Union" several botanical gardens have been founded at Orăştie,

Turda, Alba-lulia, „Sfântul Sava" National College and Central School of

Bucarest.

Regretably, these temptations failed in spite of the fact that a lot of life was

given to botanical teaching with the material supplied from these gardens"

(Al. Borza, 1940).

The continuous development and modernization in the teaching impose a

permanent growing and diversification of the teaching means.
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..The library, the pictures, the objects ofintuition and research materials or

the principal teaching means. Especially, the biology can not be learned without

objects intuition and research material. Without this material, it is very hard for

professors to teach and, an the other hand it is really hard to students to

understand the lessons. In the schools where reach means of teaching are

present and used effectively, a good instruction as always done, and the good

instruction is felt the all life of the students". 1 .

These words full of sanity, belonging to professor Borza, are today

likely valuable and, without any doubt, the botanical gardens are an unceasing

source of live intuitive material, that can be used successfully in vegetal

biology teaching.

The botanical gardens are alive labs in which the great variety of

biological world is permanently under the man attention, becoming in this way

an unending source of informations coming from the plants world.

At the same time, the study of plants life present an outstanding
educational interest. It develops the spirit of observation, the aesthenic sense

and the love for nature, for all the persons who love the beauty and the good.

Beyond these important aids for the educational and research process, the

botanical gardens are offering not just a plan for delight and entertainment in

the world of the flowers, but visitors.

Following the way of the same noble ideals, the author of these rows,

newly named (1959) as biology teacher at The High School of Jibou, realizes

that around the building - a Medium Age castle, the old residence of the

Wesseleny family, which at time was the plan when the high school is function-

ing - there ate the traces of an ancient entertainment park, so he decided to do a

systematic climatic and botanical study, for saving that it is resting after the

destruction of the Second World War.

Actually, some exotical trees, little groups of evergreen trees and little

groups of indigenous deciduous trees have been persevered, but all of these

were surrounded by great piles of remains belonging to some ancient

buildings. The school could not see this desolate landscape and doing nothing
for changing it.

So. the idea of a rearrangement of the old park was born. In this way, the

newly High School, founded just two years ago, should benefit not only the

pleasant ambiance, but especially the large natural lab providing all nationals

requested in the teaching of botany, This, step by step, were conducted to the

idea of founding in the land of the old park a school botanical garden.

• Professor loan-Popu Câmpeanu and professor Al. Borza - «The Botanical Garden of the

Boys United High School „Sf. Vasile eel Mare" from Blaj», 1940.
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The position and the configuration ofthe land, ranging from plane zones to

hills and valleys making an very especial some in the eyes of the vieweT

amplified our temptation to give life to the above idea. On the other hand,

corresponding to this various relief forms there are various types of soil,

permitting the cultivation of a great variety of plants.
On the base of a memorandum, favourably advised by the departmental

administration, and with the references of some remarkable botanist fron

Botanical Gardens of the Universities of Cluj-Napoca and Bucarest, the

Ministry of Education give in 1968 its approval for founding in the city of Jibou

a Botanical Garden near the High School.

From the first moments, like other such institutions, the Botanical Garden

of Jibou have to face up to a lot of difficulties.

A little while after its foundation, in 1970, The Botanical garden was

separated from The High School, becoming an autonomous institution, with its

own budget and personnel. This change into an independent institution was

done without a decree of the authorized forums, so the Ministry of Education

have to modify the statute of the institution. In 1974, by a Minister Order, the

Young Naturalistes Station was legally founded This fact caused just a change
in name, without any modifications of the structure of the Botanical

Garden. New activities, like schoolboys clubs of biology, were futher included

in this new form.

This transformation brings four new regularly paid positions for biology

teachers, a new organization of the administration and a minimal maintenance

personnel. The Bitanical Garden have to face up to a lot of difficulties because

it was poorly financed in its new form of organisation. However some

successes have been recorder on some topics, but all of them were acquired with

great sacrifices and, in some sense, secretly. This is an explanation for the. fact

that the arrangement of the outdoor sectors could be realized just partially. After

a little while, some space became available by the moving of the High School

into a new building. This was a good opportunity for the arrangement of an

museum ofnatural sciences in one of the buildings of the castle. Regrettably, in

1984 the former department head denied the achievements of the four years of

work and stopped ther works for a presidential residence.

Hence, all the things that have been realized for the museum were

demolished. A lot of pictures, representing natural landscapes, stages of the

plants and animals historical evolution, as well as reach collections of exhibits

are is a continuous degradation caused by the unappropriated conditions ofstore.

It is regrettably that even in nowadays nothing is doing by the legal authorities

to support that initiative in spite of the fact that the museum is now integrated in

the present structure of the institution.
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In 1985, a little group of labs have been arranged into a ramshackle

building. Starting with 1986 the labs are offering the frame for research

activities concerning the plants cell culture. The conditions created after the

December Revolution of 1989 opened new perspectives. In 1990 Young

Naturalists Station was suppressed and by an Order of the Government The

Biological Research Centre was founded.

The Biological Research Center of Jibou city is now carrying on research

activities and a microproduction activity in an self financing mode.

In this new form of organization the Botanical Garden gained a

better statute and a more substantial financing. Hence, it is in a

continuous development to the achievement of its academic, cultural and

teaching purposes.

We have emphasized some aspects concerning the history of the Botanical

Garden organization, because the experience demonstrated us that this period
was the most difficult of all.

We will enumerate bellow the most important works of organization.

In present, after long efforts, the Botanical Garden has an total surface

greater than 20 hectares.

In 1976 the organization plan for the Botanical Garden was finalized. The

climatic conditions and the teaching programs over a long period of time were

considered as this plan elaboration. The knowledge and the experience gained

with the opportunity of several documentation trips accomplished by the

manager of this institution, at his own expense, on some Botanical Garden of

Europe
2

were turn to good account.

Following the plane, eight sectors were organized, each of them grouping
the plants from a specific viewpoint: the ornamental sector, the production
sector, the systematic sector, and greenhouses sheltering collections of

tropical plants, subtropical and Mediterranean plants, genetic, ecological and

biological groups, experimental fields and nurseries.

The activity of organization was started, of course, with the schoolboys

during practical activities class. Many ex-schoolboys are talking with a justitifed

proud now, after a lot of years from their graduation, about the

beauty and the usefulness of the hnowledge and the skills achieved during
their activities at the Botanical Garden3 .

2 în 1971, 1973, 1975, 1976 and in the next years a number of

Botanical Gardens of european cities were visited. Among this were:

Frankfurt. Köln, Heidelberg. Postdam, Halle, Leipzig, Dresden, Budapest, Debretzin, Praha,
Warschaw, Amsterdam, Utrecht Leyden, Bruxelles, Metz, Paris, Lyon, Padova, Moscow.

3 The schoolboys accomplished pleasant works in the companionship of the hardworking
employers of the Botanical Garden, led by the technicians Silviu Sayan and Cornel Milaş.
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The aid received from several institutions or companies and from a great
number of citizens can't be denied too. Some supports continues to come from

academic and education institutions from other localities of the

department.
In the period we are talking about, hundred of meters of roads and

alleys, providing the access to different sectors, were arranged. Reparation
extension works were affected to the water and sewerage networks, too.

The most important achievement of this period was the construction of an

greenhouse grounds containing ten compartments, classrooms and iabs, all oi

these summing more than 1500 mp. At the same time an own thermic station

were builded and equipped having the purpose of providing the greenhause?

heating.
In 1972, was approve an investment of 200.00 lei where, with many

difficulties, could be met the expenses for construction of 2.000 sq metres

glasshouses for cut flowers and pots cultivation production.

In 1976 like a recognition of merits for all what realized till that, to a grea:

extent with local possibilities, it was approve о new investment of 3.5 millions

lei who were used to construct both cupolas, the aquarium and palmarium, with

an exception architecture on european plan.

Concomitant with constructions working, necessary for a good function oi

Botanical Garden, was carry on a great systematization work of free botanic

sectors, which are now in different stages, some of them are already outlines

others are in course of organization and the other ones are in project stage.

Since 1970, it has been adopted measures for botanical collections

enrichment.

The first 150 species of exotic greenhouse plants have been received m

1971 by University Botanic garden of Cluj-Napoca donation and 85 species

from University Botanic Garden ofBucarest and for this reason we owe to them

much gratitude.

The outside collections have been realized by wild flora collecting of

region and from the other zones of the country. Many species have been

received from forest nurseries, research stations and others,

The most valuable collections, over 1/3 of principal exotic plants fund,

was taken between 1971 and 1989, on his own expenses, by the director of this

institution, to occasion by documentation journey in foreign countries.

At this time, The Botanical Garden's collections totalize over 4.500 specie

of plants coming from all over the world. Most of them are lebeled with the

scientific and popular name and are registered in a database.
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Without any doubt we can say that the Botanical Garden offers now

illustrative materiale and teaching conditions for almost all lessons ofbiology.

Drainage works are presently effected on forty percent of the total area.

Works are currently running for the arrangement ofan lake over 2.500 cv metres

capacity. This lake will serve several purposes among which the water

necessary to water the flowers and the entertainment of the visitors.

Since 1993 the continuation of the building works for research and

teaching labs as well as for the computerized experimental pilor had been

approved by the Ministry of Education. These works have been started in

1982, but the lack of stopped them.

The purpose of all arrangements like basins, lakes and crags is not

only ornamental, but to provide the conditions close to natural environment

for the plants.

All these aspects were presented here not only to show the effort implied

by the Botanical Garden organization. It is a good opportunity to show that all

the time there are people that even in difficult conditions are knowing to find

ways and means to support the realization of this edifice of botanical culture

and sciences.

Probably, near passion and tenacity, that is the key of the successes that

have been recorded.

Maybe it is well suited to present now more deeply the institution but this

will take to much space, exceeding our aim to do just an overall depiction.
The systematic sector is presently in an arrangement process. It occupies a

surface of over thousands sq. metres, beeing placed in the middle of the

Botanical Garden. This sector has the purpose to group the main plant families,

presenting the species from both historical and relational viewpoints.

Thephytogeographical sector stretch over fifty thousands sq. metres in the

south - west side of the lake, an area with the most various relief. This sector

groups the plants by their native geographical zones. The visitors can see here,

plants coming from farflung areas of the world. A special place is reserved for

the romanian flora.

The ecological sector groups the plants by their relationship with natural

environment.

The production sector is placed in the south side ofthe Botanical Garden

over a surface of thirty thousands sq. metres and groups the plants by their

usefulness for the men life: nutritive, industrial, and medicinal plants.
The ornamental sector has an area of over ten thousands sq. metres. It

contains a various, reach range of plants that are changing in every seasons,

presenting an always new stage to the visitors.
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The glasshouses that are sheltering the botanical collection are a real

attraction for the visitors. The special look of the two coupolas combines the

modern technique, the functionality and an elegant architecture in an

harmonious way. A luxury growth of the plants is provided by the adequate
heating and the water as well as the skills of the hardworking personnel.

The greenhouse grounds, made up often compartments, contains the plan?-:

grouped by their culture specific: aquatic plants, palm trees, banana trees

Mediterranean plants, orchids, ferns, cactus plants and suculent plants.

The botanical museum contains seeds and fruits collection.

A lot discusions in connection with the role of the botanical gardens could

be enumerate. As far as Botanical Garden ofJibou city is concerning, even if is

still in organization stage, has been proved by works and realizations that reply

for the scopes wich was created:

- It cultivate a lot of species of plants gathering from far - flung areas of the

world and it makes possible to know them by the young learner and the great

visitors too.

- In makes possible to held biology lessons ofall educational stages, put at

hand an rich demonstrative material.

- An rich and variable range of ornamental plants are producing, wich are

distribute at schools's request from Sălaj district and neighbouring district with

the end of view to use them like demonstrative material and for ornamentation

of parks and classroms.

- In the research labs of Botanical garden, the schoolboys and the biologist

students found the best conditions for research and practical specialty.

- The profesionals are organizing scientifical meetings

- It has an active participation at seminare, Symposions, national and

international congresses

- As part of staffs, is collaborating for publishing in country and abroad.

- Year after year the Botanical Garden is visited by thousands of

visitors. People find in Botanical Garden not only an entertainment place, but a

teaching one.

Yearly, the Botanical Garden publishes its Index Seminum by wich an

active exchange with over five hundreds botanical gardens is soustained.

Our wish for the future is that the institution continues its development, to

bring more and more usefulness to the biological teaching and to bring new

impulses to nature lovers to activate for nature and environment protection for

the health ofour people.



GRADINA BOTANICA DIN JIBOU

Rezumat

Grădina Botanică din Jibou înfiinţată în anul 1968 din iniţiativa Prof. Vasile

Fati are o suprafaţă de 20 ha. Este situată în partea de nord-vest a oraşului, pe

terasa a li-a a râului Someş.

Coordonatele geografice sunt cuprinse între 47*16" latitudine nordică şi

2315 longitudine estică.

Temperatura medie anuală este cuprinsă între 9 până la 10'C.

Media precipitaţiilor pe ultimii 30 de ani este 675 mm.

Situată la altitudinea de 270 m şi înconjurată de dealuri destul de înalte

care o protejează de curenţii reci, beneficiază de un climat mai favorabil.

Cele aproape 2000 mp de seră adăpostesc colecţii de plante tropicale,

subtropicale şi mediteraneene, grupate pe specific de cultură ca plante acvatice,

palmieri, bananieri, orhidee, ferigi, aracee, broméliacée, cactuşi şi plante suculente,

oferă un fericit prilej de încântare şi mijloc de mstruire pentru tineretul şcolar şi

pentru vizitatori.

în 1990, ca o recunoaştere a meritelor pentru tot ceea ce se realizase până

atunci instituţia dobândeşte statutul de Centru de Cercetări Biologice,

restructurându-şi activitatea pe trei domenii largi de activitate:

- Grădina Botanică îşi continuă pe mai departe aceleaşi nobile idealuri de

a fi baza didactică şi de cercetare, un mijloc de ocroüre şi conservare a mediului

înconjurător.

- Muzeul de Ştiinţe Naturale, realizat în proporţie de 30% şi care cuprinde

colecţii de seminţe, fructe, preparate uscate şi conservate în lichid.

- Activitate de cercetare, ce se desfăşoară în laboratoarele de culturi de

celule şi tesutun vegetale „in vitro, şi în viitorul apropiat şi în pilotul experimen-
tal computerizat aflat actualmente în stadiu de finisare.

Tot în aceste laboratoare se desfăşoară activităţi didactice cu elevii de 1a

clasele de specialitate precum şi studenţi biologi.


